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THE CHAIRMAN:I call first upon the Secretary for a statement with reference

to the report of the sub-committee.

COMMITTEE SECRETARY: Mr. Chairman, there has been distributed a document

No.W/2, which is the report of the sub-committee set up to consider

Articles 52, 54, 55, 59, 60 and 62. I think that I have explained to

certain members of the Committee that cwing to the short time available

between the completion of the sub-committee's work and this meeting it

has not been possible on this occasion to circulate the document simul-

taneously in both working languages.That is a rule which as you knovw

the United Nations adheres to very strictly; and it is hoped that in the

exceptional circumstances of this occasion that remissness on our part

will be overlooked. Secondly, there has just been circulated a typewritten

copy of the re-draft of Articles 75 and 79 as agreed to by the sub-committee

set up- to deal with the question of amendments and withdrawals. If

sufficient copies are not available of that document now and if anybody

does not have one, or will be coming in very shortly. I think that is

all that is necessary.

THE CHAIRMAN: The first item of business this morning is the report of the

Ad Hcc sub-Committec on Articles 52, 54, 55, 59, 60 and 62. I am sorry.

The Secretary corrects me. We will proceed with the report. I was

under the misapprehension. that there was a Chairman of the sub-Committee

who was going to make a statement upon it.

THEh COMMITTEE SECRETARY: I should explain that the sub-committee conducted

its business in a rather informal. way and dispensed with electing a

Chairman; so that I think I would suggest, if it is agreeable to you and

to the Committee, that we might simply take up each of the recommendations

in turn..

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. The first Article referred to is Article 54. It is recom-

mended that this Article be approved without change; but there is a note

which states: "It was agreed
that the Committee's report

mightrecommend
that consideration be givenmwhentherules of procedure of the Conference

are being drofted, to the possibulity of including some appropriate provision
2
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which would c-.'Iaeaspecial session of the Conference to be called at

the requst of less than a majority of the members, e.g., for the

purpose of appealingagainst decisions of the Executive Board." Are

there any comments on this recommendation?

MR. AI'I:2'I~LL (Cuba): Mr Chairman, I just want to call the attention of the
which

Committee to this, that the sub-committee/had to deal with articles 75

and 79 thought that a majority, say, of ten per cent. could call a

meeting ifsome new abligations were to be placed om members. Therefore,

I just call theCommittee's attention to that, because that was a case

where less than amajority was suppposed to be able to call a meeting.

THECHAIRMEN:Are there any further comments? If not, is this Article

approved? (Agreed).

Now we come toArticle 55, paragraph 1. It is recommende

that this paragraph approved ;-.ange.out chn^c.
Pf=:.rais 2. ommendedec_ ..ie.rparagraphis approvede _;)omrao

without change. d,t is note, howeveW, that, "Jith reference to matter

of vztin.-i othis And^ ther -rticleag, id was -remmend recao-e;nc th-t

wndec it is ,psivideto -a two for :. tv-thirda vote of zll the members

of the or-(anizati n nceuding_tinine abstairig,)or absentX, ing followrin

oormuba used: b'eUIC d:'y awoote of t. -thirdsmbeof the meers,' and

th-t in whe casnsy-,ere orl two-thirds of the actual votes cast is

feeme suf e appropaite formularoorzi-to shuld be: 'oy a oote Jf tw.-

thirdembe t p mo~--rs -resent and voting.'" There arparagraphs,raro:hs

hereako bepoden u- An this -rticle that I tmink it ightebe betttr if

wa Dausedeand act6d oparagraph p 'gbap;ara&r-ch, rather than that I

snouidrm d there ullt1rogh first; so that I think I had better pause

tpos ocint arn for commepts ?apha, p
b graph .Iehav e aylrad

read paragraphs.hs. paragraphglahreed ged without change? I take it

that it isg? eArecd). pIs grara-aha2 greed without change, and also

is the nope aypd dezi therepprove-,red?

LTHE;LT=Y (Francenterpretatienttio):M r Chairmar, egiarparagraphgrah 2,

I should likeptopoJeoosc a slimht Modification in the last sentence,
3.
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which reads, "obligations of Members undertaken pursaant to Chapter IV'

of this Charter." Alter that to read, "pursuant to the present Chapter."
THE CHAIRMAN : I would ask that the proposed amendment be repeated.

The Chair is not clear as to what the proposal is. Give us the exact

wording.

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): "obligations of Members undertaken

pursuant to the present Chapter, " instead of "pursuant to Chapter IV

of this Charter."

THE CHAIRMN: would the French Delegate be willing to comment as to

what the force and purpose of his suggested amendment wculd be?

MRRALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): According to the present text, it

provides that some exemptions should be given to particular members

in particular cases from the obligations pursuant to Chapter IV,

that is Tariffs and Custems obligations. It was thought that if we

want to preserve a certain amount of flexibility, though that

flexibility must not necessarily entail substantial modification of

the Charter, we c.an leave it to the Conference to envisage the

possibility of suspending; the obligations on some mambers under the

provisions envisaged in Chapter IV, or more particularly in Chapter V

and Chapter VI,. which would alsobe revised if the need arese

THE CHAIRMAN: You have heard. the proposal of the French delegate.

Are there any comments?

Mr. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): I would like to support the proposal, which,

if I understood correctly, is to delete the words "Chapter IV" in

the last line of paragraph 2.

M LAURENCE (New Zealand): Mr Chairman, I am wondering if we can have

it on record as to exactly what this phrase "by a vote of two-thirds

of its members" means. Takinga hypothetical case----

THE CHAIRMAN: I see that you are raising another question.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand): Yes, that is right.

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps we had better postpone that until we have disposed

of this matter.
4.
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MR., HOUTALN (Bolgium)(interpretationn): Mr Chairman, I wish to call the

attention of the Committee to the importantce and scope of the French

amendemnt Indeed, ifunder paragraph 2 of Article 55 we have en-

visaged the possibility ofexempting members from the obligations pur-

suant to Chapter IV it is because Chapter IVbears on the question

of general commercialpolicy, andtherein particular under Article 29

we envisage thepossibility of emergency action on imports of par-

ticular products. That is the reason why in Article 55 few exceptions

are envisaged.I denot wish to oppose the French amendment; I simply

wish to emphasize that if we adopt it, then members can beexempted

from all obligations as soon as the exemptions are said to be of an

exceptional character, and that mightlead us to having a member

exempted even from the obligations which they have undertaken under

the general such as such as the principle of full employment in

particular. I only wish to underline the implied importance of the

French amendment, and I realIly wonder whether it is lesirable that we

should envisage a rule for exemption in all cases.

MR.KELLOGG (USA.): Mr Chairman, I should like, with the permission of

the Committee, to reserve the position of the United. States on this

suggestetion until a fortheeming meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN : In view of the fact that there has been some differcnce of

cpinion expressed on the suggestion of the French delegate, and that

one delegate wishes to reserve the position of his Government upon that,

I wonder whether the French delegate wouldbe agreeable to our coming

back to this provision at a later meeting?

MR PALTHEY (France) (Intepretation): I agree.

MR LAURENCE (New Zealand): Could we have it on record, Mr Chairman, just

what we say is the meaning of this phrase "by a vote of two-thirds of

its members"? Assuming that the organization has 33 members does the

phrase mean that if 22 vote and there is a simple majority the proposition

is carried, or does it mean that the proposition would have to earn the

support of 28 of the 33 members in order to be carried?
5.
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THE CHAIRMAN: The Chair will answer tlhat, subject to correction. It is

the impression. of the Chair that it means precisely what it says,

namely, that two-thirds of the members of the Conference must have

approved; in, other words, if therewere 30 members and to approved it

would carry by a two-third majority vote.

MR.LAURENCE (New Zealand): I would respectfully suggest, Sir, that if

that phrase as it stands became the subject of argument in a court of

justice the learned judges would not necessarily agree with your view.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, Sir, far be it fromme to assert that I am more learned

then the learned members if a court of justice, but that would be my

understanding of this rule; and I would be glad to have the views of

others with reference to what it means, and if there is a clearer way

of formulating it, of course, we ought to make it clear.

MR BURY (Austrealia): Mr Chairman, I think that the point raised by the

delegate of New Zealand is already taken care of because in all cases

where it is not two-thirds of the total membership there is some phras-

ing used, such as "by two-thirds of the votes cast," or that will be

altered slightly; but the term "votes cast, " or "members present and

voting." We decided upon that question in one of the sub-committees;

so that if in all cases other than where it is two-thirds of the

total membership voting,we have stated that it is the members present

and voting or the votes cast, that point surely would be looked after.
MR LAURENCE (New Zealand): If I may speak again, I would suggest that

it should not be necessary to look beyond the words themselves for the

meaning of those words, and while I do not want to take up time, if

the Conference has recourse to skilled legal advice, if thereisa

difference of opinion, I would like to have the assurance of alegal

opinion that this is clear and not capable of more than one

construction.

THE CHAIMAN: The Secretariat could very well be instructed to consult

legal advice on the form of words. I think we are all agreed as to our

purpose, and if there is a better form of words I am sure this Committee

6.
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would concur in the use of it.

MR MARTEN (UK): Mr Chairman, I suggest that we changethe words from

"by a vote of two-thirds of its members" to "by a vote of two-thirds

of the membears of the Conference." That would cover the point raised

by the New Zealand Delegate, I think.

7.
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THE CHAIRMAN: If there are no further comments on paragrah 2, we

proceed to paragraph 3.

MRLAURENCE (New Zealand): Do I take it that this wilI be the subject of

legal opinion?

THECHAIRMAN: In the absence of any comment I assume that that will be

done.

MR LAURENCE (New Zealand): Thank you.

MRCOUILLARD (Canada): I have a further question in connection with

paragraph 2, and poossible the delegate for the United States could

clarify this matter. With regard to the French amendment, namely,

that "Chapter IV"should be deleted from paragraph 2, I would ask the

drafting country to confirm any impression of the wording in paragraph 2

that the Conference will establish criteria and set up procedures

only in those cases where escape clauses are provided in the charter

and will not provide criteria and procedures before the event, so to

speak. Is that correct?

MRKELLOGG (USA): In reply to the question of the delegate of Canada,

it was the thought of the U.S. in drafting this section that members

would take advantage of such escapes as exist in the rest of the

charter first, and this was meant merely to cover cases Which were

exceptional and caused particular hardship to any particular member

and were not covered by the other escapes provided in the charter.

This is to cover cases which are not covered elsewhere.

MR ALAMOLLA (Cuba): Mr Chairman, I think we are talking here of the

possibility of a member waiving the obligations of Chapter IV, and it

seems to me that we are getting the impression that that member would

be able to do it just by applying to that. I believe paragraph 2 says

that the Conference, by a vote of two-thirds, is going to say when and

how those obligations may be waived; therefore it is not for the member

to waive; it is for the Conference itself to apply the two-thirds vote

and determine those criteria, and also the rules as to how those

criteria are going to be applied. That is how I understand it.

MR PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): Mr Chairman, since the Committee is
~~~~~~~~~~8..
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going back to the discussion of the amendment which I proposed, I

think it is desirable that I shouldhere clarify my thoughts. I

agree with the United States delegate when he said that in paragraph 2

they envisaged only exceptional cases under Chapter IV, cases for

which there would be no other escape clause in the charter, and I

agree with him when he says that these should be only exceptional

cases; and I do not think that my new proposed wording for paragraph 2

should lead us to infer that a member would take the initiative of

waiving the obligations undertaken pursuant to the charter.

Nevertheless, I do not agree with the delegate of Cuba - at least,

not quite - for according to Article 2 the Conference would establish

a procedure and would determine the criteria with a view to exempting

certain countries from the obligations undertaken; but not always,

because the Conference would not always vote by a two-thirds majority.

In other words, it might happen that the Conference would empower the

Executive Board to take decisions with a view to granting those

exemptions according to rules of prceedure which would have been

fixed by the Conference already, and perhaps even the Conference might

indicate to the Executive Board what the nature of these exemptions

should be. So in fact the scope of my new amendment would not be

so wide as the Belgian delegate was pleased to say. If you accept

that some countries in exceptional cases can appeal to the Conference

or to the Organisation which this Conference is going to set up

in order to be allowed to waive the obligations undertaken under

Chapter IV, there is then no difficulty in having the same provisions

for the same members regarding other parts of the charter. No

country should escape the obligations which it has undertaken. It is

understood that that would not be the case. All we suggest is that

in more exceptional cases temporary exemptions might be granted when

the precise obligations of the charter would impose some economic

hardships on some countries, those hardships, I repeat, being of a

temporary character.

THE CHAIRMAN: We had agreed that the decision on the suggested amendment
9. . c~~~~~~~
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Of the delegate from France should be deferred this morning, and

we will be coming back to it. It may be that this particular

paragraph should be remanded to a Sub-Committee for further

consideration when we set up new Sub-Committees to deal with other

paragraphs. At any rate, I think for the moment it might be best

to pass over it, as some of the members of the Committee may wish

to consider the matter further in the light of the comments which

have been made.

THE CHAIRMAN:Once more we pass to paragraph 3. It is proposed"That
the words 'under the provisions of Chapters II and VIII'be deleted."

This amendment had been provisionally accepted by the full Committee.

Is it agreed?

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I just want to comment on this, because Chapter II

is the one to determine membership and Chapter VII is the one which

deals with the Organisation. I think it would be rather awkward that

the ExecutiveBoard may be entitled to change the Organisation and to

change the membership, on which substantially the Organisation will

be based; therefore, without making a strong point of it, I want to

call the attention of the Conference to the fact that those are

essential things which should be left always for the Organisation;

and if the words are to be deleted and it is to be left to the

Executive Committee, this should:be done only with a very strong

majority. (After interpretation): I would like to add this,

Mr Chairman. I understand now that it is even stronger than I was

asking for, and so I am perfectly satisfied with it.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it, then, that paragraph 3, with the amendment

recommended by the Sub-Committee, is now approved. (Agreed.)

Paragraph 4. It is recommended "That this paragraph be approved

without change." But the Sub-Committee appends a note, which states

as follows: "The Sub-Committee was not able to give final consideration

to this paragraph as it had not had the benefit of hearing the views of

the Delegate of Cuba, with respect to the amendment which his

Delegation had submitted in writing (Document E/PC/T/C.V/9). It was
10
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also suggested that the Preparatery Committee right recommend in its

report to the Economic and Social Council that the expenses of the

organisation should be apportioned among members on the same

principles as applied to their contributions to the United Nations."

Is there any discussion on this?

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr Chairman, the main point that we make here is a

point that is common in every business. If we are going to come into

something, we would like to know how much it is going to cost us. The

only thing is this. Before we start to discuss our two suggestions

in here I would like you, Mr Chairman, to ask the delegate from Norway

(I understand he is an expert on United Nations matters) if he would be

kind enough to give us a very briof idea of how this matter is dealt

with in the United Nations; because, as I see it, in the general

provisions of the United Nations it was left to the assemblyy to decide.

I have not had time to go into this, as our delegation is working night

and day, but perhaps after I have heard an explanation from the delegate

of Norway I will be able to drop our suggestions.

MRCOLBAN (Norway): Mr Chairman, I am afraid I am not as much of an

expert as my Cuban friend believes, but I can tell you (most of you

probably know it) that the United Nations have not yet finally decided

the apportienment of the contributions amengst the members. The

Assembly at its first session here in London in February last asked

for the constitution of a special committee to go into that matter,

and, as far as I know, that committee has not yet made a final report.

MR ALAMILLA (Cuba): I just want, then, in the absence of these precedents

that I thought might have been already established, to give you a very

general idea of what I mean. It is said here that it is going to be

left to the Organisation. As you know, we are going to be tied up when

we get into this business, for some time, and therefore we think it is a

very important point to be looked at now. We have suggested two

alternatives, and I understand clearly that it may be very difficult

for us at this moment to decide on either one of them.One was that

the allocations be based on the ordinary budget of cach member, which I
11
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understand to be a very difficult point to decide, because we do

not know what this budget may be. The second proposal was to base

it on the volume of the foreign trade of each member. In the

second case I think that we have there a very specific point on

which we could base our contributions here, because each member is

interested in this Organisation and hopes that it will promote its

foreign trade; therefore they should be obliged to pay as much as

they get in advantage as a result of it. But on this second point

I am not insisting because even here I can visualise all the

difficulties we may find. Cuba is a member of the United Nations

and I hope that she will continue to be a member, and whatever is

decided there we will accept. I suggest, then, that we approve here

this suggestion made by the Sub-Committee that the way that we

should pay our contributions to the Organisation should follow the

rules to be established by the Unitednations for payment by

member governments, not making it a strict rule but only a

recommendation. I really think we should have some kind of provision

here.

MR BURY (Australia): Mr Chairman, there is nothing in this suggestion

which in any way precludes the final decision being made by the

Conference. It would in fact have to be made by the Conference.

All this is is just a suggestion that the Committee in its report

should perhaps point out the advantages of adopting the same scale

of contribution; but the object of making this suggestion is that unless

thereis some strong reason why the same scale that applies to the

United Nations should not apply to this Organisation, it would save

an immense amount of dispute and questioning between members, I feel

sure, as to what their relative shares should be. The fact that the

members of L.T.O. and United Nations are not the sane does not vary

the principle; their relative contributions to the United Nations

amongst themselves. should be the same relativecontributions as they

make to L.T.O. If in the final analysis for some reason the scale

which the Contributions Committee of United Nations eventually
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decides on is not suit able for I.T.O., it will still be

perfectly possible for any other system to be brought up. That

is the point of this suggestion. It does recognise that the

position is still flexible.

MR ERASMUS (South Africa): The Australian delegate has said what I

more or less wanted to say, and it seems to me that the Cuban

delegate, while not; withdrawing his proposal, has to some extent

fallen back on his position as regards apportionment, in accepting

the view that the United Nations procedure should be recommended

here. I suggest that we leave the matter open until we are able

to see what is decided in the United Nations, and then the matter

can be taken up again; and we can take that as a lead or guide,

and ifit is not suitable we can try to work something else cut.

MR QURESHI (India): Sir, after listening to this discussion I feel

that we shouldnot go into all the final details at this stage. The

question of contributions would come up later. All we have to do

at this stage is to find what is the general agreement, and, of

course, some sort of agreement would have to be arrived at for

apportioning the expenses. The United Nations have not yet decided

and there will be plenty of time for this Committee to do so.

When may friend from Cuba knows exactly what the United Nations

have decided he will be in a better position to give his views.

Therefore I suggest that at present we merely agree to this principle

and at a later meeting we can formulate our views more definitely,

when we know what the United Nations have done.

13.
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MR DAO (China): Mr .Chairman, if I am not mistacken, the delegate of Cuba

is not insisting on these amendments. Therefore I will address my self

to this recommendation in the report of the sub-committee "that the

expenses of the organization should be apportioned among members on

the same principles as applied to their contrilutions to the United

Nations." I take it that the same principles as here suggesteddo not

mean the same scale. As I understand, the principles as embodied in

the recommendation of the Preparatory Commission of the United Unations,

are "capacity to pay," with due consideration to be given to the tem-

perary dislocation of economies due to war and the exchange reserve of

members states. On this understanding the Chinese delegation has no

pbjection to the recommendation here, that the same principle be

applied in the apportionment of contributions of the membersofthe

I.T. O. Furthermore, as we have pointed out, that this principle may

be adopted on the assumption that the voting system will be that of

one country one vote and that the members sittingon the Executive

Board will be on apurely elective basis without any preference or

any permanent arrangement for some other members to be sitting on the

Executive Board. On these two assumptions we have no objection to this

recommendation.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr Chairman, what I was really not insisting on was

my two specific amendments, but when I finished I said that I wanted

to qualify paragraph 4 of Article 55 and that I accepted gladly the

suggestion of the sub-committee, but that that should be either by way

of an appropriate Article or in the way of a specific recommendation

from this Preparatory Committee that this voting should be on those

principles to be applied to the contributions made by each government to

the United Nations. Therefore, I would ask that this kind of suggestionbe takeninto dospecificarticle,ke, and I would strongly support, the siggestiontjat
;gg~~D-1-k =CItI1 WaiendTu d-atrothe su.-estion that a,

evp C 'c r CieXI at shouId be mad on those lines.
f theLBA!Rgate ay): I quite appreciatsirth e deleret&of Cuba

, ,.
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to have some idea of the contribution when he signs and ratifies our

Charter, and I also think that the recommendation which it has been

suggested should be made to the Economic and Social Council should

tosoe extent give him satisfaction. If we all agree to that

recommendation being presented more or less as explained by the dele-

gate of Australia, and in order to make my own ideas perfectly clear,

I see it like this. In the absence of aru other agreed solution, we

fall back upon the principles of the United Nations for the contrib-

butions, and that should be perfectly satisfactory to everybody. It

would give the Cuban and all other delegates the assurance that we are

not simply going out into the unknown, but that we have really something

to fall back on. On the other hand, it may be that our Confercnce,

when it meets, may find it desirable to adopt a special scale of

contributions for our Organization, and Iwould not cut that out before

it is necessary. So that I would simply make this recommendation, that

the expenses of the Organization should, in the absence of any other

agreed arrangement, be apportioned amongmembers on the same principles,
and so on.

THE CHAIRMAN: There are two or three members who have requested the floor

and, of course, I am going to give it to them; but I do suggest that

we have been on this note in this report for quite some time and we

have got alot more business to transact this morning, so that I hope

that we can shortly pass on to the next paragraph.

MR.ERASMUS (South Africa): Mr. Chairman, I just want fully to support the

delegate of Norway and suggest that we postpone discussion of this

question now, seeing that we cannot get aany further on it, and that we

wait until such time as we hear from the United Nations and get some

other documents.

MR.KELLOGG(USA): I merely waent to support the suggestion of the delegate

of Norway aIso.

MR AIAMILLA (Cuba): I accept the proposal of the Norwegian delegate, as

I understand that a recommendation on the lines suggested is going to be
made. 15.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I take it, then, that the Committee is agreed that a

recommendation should be made to the Economic and Social Council in

the context suggested by the Delegate of Norway.(Agreed). We pass

next to paragraph 5. The sub-committee recommends that this paragraph

be deleted, and it appends a note as follows: "Itwas decided, after

full discussion that no useful purpose would be served by retaining

this paragraph in Article 55 in view of the fact that its Provisions

were alreadycovered by Articles 57 (1) and 68 (1). is there any

comment?

MR LAURENCE (New Zealand): Mr Chairman, I would like to voice this view.

If there is a Case for deleting paragraph 5 from Article 55 there is.

an equivalent case for deleting paragraph 6 and paragraph 7, and

possibly paragraph 8, from the same article. It raises a point of

principle in drafting of whether the powers or theobligations that

are specifically imposed on the Conferene are recited in this Article

or whether the powers and obligations that are specificlly either

covered or imposed by other Articles are left to these other Articles.

I do not want to pursue the matter further than that; but I made the

point in an earlier discussion that there shouldbe consistency in

drafting. Just to illustrate the point, taking Article 25, wehave

paragraph 4 reading; "Any determination required or appropriate to

the operation of this article shall be made under procedures established

by the Organization in accordance with paragraph 6 of Article 55."

All that we have to do to make paragapah 6 unncessary is to say,

"shall be established by the Conference in consultation among the

members having an important interest in the particular product concerned.

I do not mind whether the provisions are in Article 55 or not, but I

do ask for conciseness and consistency in drafting tne document.

MR BURY (Australia): On the point just raised by the New Zealand dele-

gate, there does seem to me some slight difference or distinction to be

drawn. The paragraph that the sub-committee proposed to delete was

in another of Chapter VII, and it does seem to methat there is a
16.
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difference between having everything that the Organization, as such,

does all in one form or in one chapter and that there is more case

for deleting overlapping provisions within that chapter than there is

in deleting things from Chapter VII just because they refer back to

earlier chapters.

MR.KELLOGG (USA) : Mr. Chairman, I agree with what the Austrliandelegate

has said; and possibly it might be of some vaIue to explain to the

New Zealand delegate the basis upon which this Charter mas drafted.

We tried with one exception, which I will mention in a minute, to put

all the provisions in which various functions and duties are dele-

gatee to organs in Chapter VII of the Organization. There is one ex-

ception, and that is Chapter II dealing with membership; we thought

that it might be convenient to put the delegation of functions into the

chapter dealing with the actual substance of the matter. We might, in

conformity with your suggestions, move that back into Chapter VII and

that would be for more consistency; but, other than that, we have

tried to put all the provisions dealingwith the way the work is

carried on in one chapter. Hence for consistency (s sake we put in

paragraphs 6, 7 and 8 in Article 55.

THECHAIRMAN: It seems to the Chair that the record has been made

sufficiently clear on the point raised by the delegate from New Zealand

and that it becomes the duty of the interim drafting committee to

wrestle with the matter.

Next we come toparagraph 6 and 7. The sub-committee recommends

that these paragraphs be approvedwithout change. Is there any comment?

(Agreed).

Pararaph 8: it is recommended that this paragraph be amended

to read. "The Conference may, by avote of two-thirds of its members

present and voting, adopt" and so on. Is there any comment?

MRPALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): I apologize once again for asking

a question which I am very much afraid the Committee will not be able

to answer. Under paragraph 8 of this Article of the Charter the
17.
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Conference"may by a two-thirds majority of the votes cast, adopt the

standards,nomenclature, troms and forms described in paragraph 7 of

article 16." Yet in the Charter there are some decisions which are

to be taken by the Conference for which a majority has not been decided

upon; but no precise indication has been given; according to the terms

as they stand now, we should therefore conform to the provisions of

Article 53, that is, a simple majority. I wonder whether we could not

envisage the possibility, in some important cases, of having two-

thirds majority. To give you a few instances: We could have a two-

thirds majority in the cases envisaged under Articie 20 (3)," . . shall

be entitled to impose balance-of-payments restrictions, whether during

or after the transitional period provided for in paragraph 2 of this

Article, subject" and so on. In this case it is the balance-of-payments

restrictions. Then under Article 25, 3 (b) we deal with the question

of the elimination of export subsidies, exceptions and so on; then

again when we come to the Problem described in Article 29, Emergency

Action on imports of particular products; or again Article 30, when

we come to discuss the problems of consultation between members;

Article 35, recommendations on cartels; or Article 45, where it is

envisaged that surpluses are to be entered before any intergovernmental

commodity agreement can be passed. So that I think we should consider

whether we could not adopt the principle of the two-thirds majority

in such important cases.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it the suggestion of the French delegate is not

intended to depart in any way from the phrasing of Article 8, and that

he is not recommending any change in the amendment as put forward by

the subcommittee, and that he is merely making somecollateral sug-

gestion with regard to the rest of the Charter. Do I understand him
correctly?- ..: -

Interpretationi-tI avano c): he objection to deferring the

icle to a Inter dateitidl1to hand to link it up witv the

rArti n ewhichwot cle, to on10 aiepriauld seem most appro te
l8, _...



to the Committee. If the problem is not relevant to Article 8, then

I see no objection to having it deferred and to study it in connection

with another Article.

MR. COUILLARD (Canada):Mr. Chairman, the French delegate has just apened

up a very broad and important subject; but it does strike me that all

the Articles which he has mentioned form the basis of Discussions in

various other Committees, and those Committees presumably had in mind

at the time of their discussions all the pros and cens, for example,

in connection with Article 25, 3 (b), veting arrangements which would

govern the acceptance of any other article, litigation, carteIs, sur-

pluses, and so on, as provided for in the Charter; and it does seen

to me that the voting arrangements under those various Articles were

considered in detail and forman inherent part of the discussions in

those Committees and that this Committee wuld be really undertaking

too huge a task to review their work. For that reason I would suggest

that if there is any possibility that the other Committees have not

studied these questions we might approach the Chairmen of those other

Committees, but that certainly we should not go into the problem here.

THE CHAIRMAN: It occurs to me that this is pretty much the point which

theFrench delegate has put, that in the case of Articles 6 and 7 it

is left to the Conference to establish procedures for carrying out

certain matters mentioned therein, but in the case of Article 8 it is

explicitly provided that any such procedure would have to be carried out

on the basis of a two-thirds majority of the votes cast. I suppose the

question is why so much flexibility is provided for the Conference in

the case of Articles 6 and 7 in view if the provision requiring a two-

thirds majority is inserted in Article 8. Is that the question that

is really at issue?

fols. 19.
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MRPALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): Mr Chairman, the questicn asked

by the French delegation indeed corresponds partly to what you said.

We may indeed wonder why in the charter there is such a careful

consideration regarding questions of poceedure, as regards Articles

25, 45 and so on, and why the charter insists so much an a rigid

two-thirds majority in the other case. That is a purely formal

question, but I think beyond that we must alse study the question

of voting on important issues. Surely, as the Canadian delegate

said, that question should be left to cach Commission; it should be

the task of each. Commission and each particular Committee should

study the problemsarising from the subject matter which they are

studying, and they should decide whether it is going to be a two-

thirds majority or a simple majority. But I think that this has not

been discussed and I think that the question of voting in the

Organisation falls within our purview, and we could consider it,

subject naturally to the setting up of a Joint Committee of Committee

III and any other Committee which Would be interested in the question

MR BURY (Australia): I did see wisdomin the draft as it exists

for having it fairly specific in the case of Article16, where I think

the problem can be foreseen fairly accurately, and leaving it flexible

in the cases of Articles 25, 45, 29 and 30, where the future procedure

is far less cleareut; particularly in the case of Articles 25 and 45

that Committee locks at the moment as if it will re-cast them entirely,

so there is a certain wisdom in the charter as drafted, although, as

the French delegate points out, it should be considered in relation to

those committees a little later on as to what vote shall determine

those procedures.

MR HOUTMAN(Belgium) (Interpretation): Mr Chairman, I do not agree with

the various opinions which I have heard. I think it is the exclusive

competence of this Committee to decide on the question of voting,

becauseif weproceed to consultations within the frame of a Joint

>..b. --;.way verywellha7ttee. ~ kA w~l happen that we will reach different

gtoit~toes a ccgi~-t this with Committee I,20a . ,,
D1
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ocmaittee II, and so cn. e I tmmik here we arc a Co.i0ttee for

Organisation and we nust envisage a msystem of voting. comonto

all different Cczmssions. It follows from the text of the charter

that all decisions shoulm be maopted by a siiple rejority, except

in sone particular cases when a larger majority is envisaged for

important questions; that is the case, for instance, with Article

75, on amendments. The question of amepndments is a very imortant

cne, and there I understand fulmy why a two-thirds rajority should

be required; only we should like to know why the U. S. delegate, when

drafting this chapter, envisaged the -ossibilwty of requiring a tvo-

fhirds majopoty fcr Lar less imn-rtant issues.

LTiIKELCplGL (USA) : in res to the question of the delegate of Belgium,

Articlec16e pare 7, is a ^asc which is comparatively new in inter-

naticnal organisacioe. ehat is a _aso wherc we had to scme extent a

casu of inteonational legislaticr. Under Article 16 the organisation

w uld ha-e the powcr- to adopt certainostandards and so fcrth, which

womle bind all the mezbors without ratification. That is not entirely

wiTheut preceOrnt.isation ealth ganrsisvat-has similar pro-isions in

it. But, nevertheoess, in the field ef international organisation

previous tc the present time there have beenovery few examples cf

crganisatioembwhch c-n bi-d ernfors without thoir ratification

or agreeprot.d That is rc-viced in Articde 16, para. 7, an6

becaupe the mayteew comnarativel-enoe and because mcmbcrs are thus

beinz bound without their ,xpress agreementt; we thought protection

should be gwo-ven by having a tvthirds vote.

TM COKFKN: You have hearietheovarious vfrawscn the matters that havze

been .ndeI discussion it seems to the Chair that perhaps the best

way to leave the matoer is to endeavcur to secure provisional

ageemcnt on these paragraphs in linem with the recomandations made by

the Sub-Cormittee, but with the understanding that there will be

coommitateon by Ccm-t tec V. withithe oth r Commttees of'this

Conferhnce and that tneir attention will be called to this matter; and

if any of those Committees wishes to recommend some different language,
21
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in view of the particular problems that they have in their respective

fields, we will be advised of that and we can come back to consider the

matter later.

MR PALTHEY (France)(Interpretation). I am agreecable.

MR COUILLARD (Canada): I am also agreeable.

MR HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Interptetation): I am also agreeable, but as here

we are dealing with a matter of consultition, I consider we should

only have consultations with the other Committees to set up Joint

Committees for the studyof this problem. The question of vote is a

matter of principle and is for Committee V. to decide, and the final

decision should be the responsibility of this Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: With that understanding, then, I think we may new

proceed to paragraph 9: "That this paragraph be approved without

change. " Is there any comment? I take it that the recommendation is

agreed to. (Agreed.)

We pass next to Article59. The Sub-Committee recommends "That

this Articie be amended to read as follows: '1. The Executive Board

shall adopt its own rules of procedure, including rules concerning the

convening ofits sessions. 2. The Executive Board shall annually

elect its chairman and other officers who shall be eligible for re-

election. 3. The chairman of the executive Board, as such, shall be

entitled to participate, without the right to vote, in the deliberations

of the Conference. "' Are there any comments?

MR COLBAN (Norway): Mr Chairman, as to point 2 of Article 59, in a.

previous meeting I made a suggestion to strike out the words "and other

officers", but, in the light of what is said in a note to Article 62,

paragraph 2, namely, "It was agreed that the Committee's Report might

recommend that the regulations referred to in this paragraph, should

include provisions that would enable the services of a permanent

chairman and Secretary to be made available to each Commission",

I think it is now beyond doubt that "other officers" does not imply

members of the seartariat, and in that case I have no objection to the

words beng kept. -

22.
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LM KMLOGG (USA):o mIn cmenting on the suggestion of the delegate of

Norway, I think it was thought by the mmb-Ceruittoe which worked on

Irticle 62 that the Secrooary wculd probably be, supplied by the

Secretariat. I therwoulodvfcoUJ nct want it to be believed by this

Ccmoittee that the new paragraphA2 of Lrticle 59 suggests teat thp

Secretary should be elected by the Execuoive Bcard. I was a little

confuseo by ycur remarks.

HR UOLoANa(Ncrw7y): Thexactlyahais wa-t I wanted: that that term

"any cther officers" should not include the secretariat staff.

AIRM:NCIW;A: Are there any furomme ccro-nts cn article 59?

1va flna): I would kelk some clarification of ragrpaaph 3.

Does it imply that the Chairman of the Executive Board, if he is a

representitevc of a country at eho Coeferonce, can make his choice

asowhtcether he will be ehc Chraimao cf the Board or be the represonta-

tive of his country?

BARONANJ'UYLTTL (Netherlands): As the insertioo cf 3 in Artirle 59

was made am =y suggestionI ;wou dC like to answer theopcint of the

delegato cf China. It is very probable that the Cirmahrn of the

-MecutiveoBcarwill11 be his Governme'tts representative at the

Conference,namd therefore it may smen that there is not a case

for including paragraph 3, as has been suggested by the Dratfing

mmrrittee. On tho cther hand, the representative of that Government

right wantotC make remarks in his function as Chairman of the Executive

Board, and therefore theowcrds "as such" have been included in the

wording of this paragraph.

THE AIRMIUAN. If there is no furtheromm~aent, I assume that Article 59,

as amended, is agreedotc. (Agreed.)

Article 60, paragraph 1. It is remormended "That the word

'oupersi'e beusEbstituted for the word, 'review' in the third line."

That is a matter that was sconussed, I believe, in one oo cur earlier

meetings, and I take it there is no objection to that chang.s

Paragraph 2: It is reomrmended "That this paragraph be approved

23
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without change." Is that agreed.? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 3. It is recommended "That the word 'may' be sub-

stituted for the word shall" I believe that also was suggested

in one of our general sessions, and I take it that that is also agreed

to. (Agreed. )

Paragraph 4 It is recommended "That this paragraph be approved

without change." But there is a, note, which states; "It was agreed

in full Committee that the last sentence of paragraph 1 may need

later consideration in the light of the recommendations of the

Joint Committee on Industrial Development." I should state for the

record that the note to which I have just referred really relates,

of course, to paragraph l, and should be read in connection with the

remarks addressed to paragraph 1. Is that paragraph agreed? (Agreed.)

Article 62, paragraph 1. It is recommended "That this paragraph

be amended to read: 'The Commissions shall be composed of persons

invitedby the Executive Board and who are qualified....'" There is a

slight mistake in that wording. The two words in the second line,

"who are", should be omitted, and it should read, "The Commissions

shall be composed of persons invited by the Executive Board and

qualfied...." There is a note stating that "It was agreed that

the Commitee's Report might recommend that in inviting qualified

individuals to serve as members of Commissions, due regard should be

paid to the importance of selecting such members on as wide a geographical

basis as possible." Are there any comments?
MR DAO (China): I am not certain whether the two observations the Chinese

delegation made at the last meeting should come into this note or the

note following. We made observations to the effect that ininviting
qualified, individuals toserve the Executive Board may consult with the

thecountriesofwhich o. -;:.hi- :. ..sh. *.the Qcuntri a. of W~hi~ thc

alsoobservedthat not moret';.:-a-:4-.--e toanoeeperson-sh-uld bc selected.remarksh.,4thenoteihere oth' oe

~~~~- X- -

-~~ --*-~~W~-~**' 24Z..tN4--
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THE CHAIRMAN: It seems to me that the matter raised by the delegate of

China makes it douirable for us to consider paragraphs 1 and 2 together,

and I. therefore lay before the Committee the recommendations of the

Sub-Committee with reference to paragraph 2, so that they can be

considered in conjunction with each other. With respect to paragraph

2, the Sub-Committee recommends that "on the second line the word

'service' be substituted for the word 'office'"; and there is this

note: "It was agreed that the Committee's Report Might recommend that

the regulations referred to in this paragraph should include provisions

that would enable the services of a permanent Chairman andSecretary to

be made available to each Commission."

MR ERASMUS (South Africa): Mr Chairman, I note here it should include

provisions that would enable the services of a permanent Chairman and

Secretary to be made available. I wonder whether it would not be

better if we put "It should include provisions for the appointment of

a permanent Chairman", and strike out the words "and Secretary",

because the Secret any would be appointed by the Director-General

under his powers, and I do not see why we should write into the

charter these other words. The idea there really was that there

should be a permanent chairman appointed and that chairman will most

probably, through discussion with the Director-General, get a

secretariat to help him, but I do not think we should put that in

about the secretary; we should strike that out and justput in about

"a permanent Chairman".

25
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COMMITTEE SECRETARY: If I may beallowed to speak forthesub-committee,

or rather to explain what the contention of thec sub-committee was,

it is myunderstanding that the reference to the secretariiat was not

intended to imply that he would be drawn from outside the ranks of

the permanent secretariat. It is fully understood that he would be a

member of the staff made available by the Director-General; but the

idea was that he should be more or less permanontly attached to a

particular committee so that there would be continuity in the

secretariat of commissions as well as in the Chairmanship of commissions.

I mean, he would not be attached to a particular commission one week

and then another commission other week and do anothar job the follow-

ing week. I think I am correct in that - and the Belgian delegate

will correct me if I am not - but I think that was the intention of

this suggestion.

MR COLBAN (Norway): I am in entire agreement with the proposal of the

South African delegate and I consider that making a specific mention

of the country is really a vote of censure on the Director-General.

We cannot imagine that he would be foolish enough to have the same

secretary working with all committees, walking about from one to

another. He will certainly try to find out who is most fitted for

each particular job and he will keep him there. so long as he does hisworkwell.k w611 .:
MR HOUTMISBelgium) (iMrnterirmpn,retation)-:i.ha=nado not insist oht

thi5question of the secretarict but it is an important one, be ause

Iwas-~s1rcckportance of the several duties which were to be

inaSSed te commissions, p paiculaprly nursant to the provisions

rticlei'ciandso0oni; hecommissionswill missions will receive complaints and

thentheywilladth:fen they various kinds of action,.

advise thExeecutive oBard,and so forth; so that I think it would bereferabletohaveaChairmanandSecretary who would wh Secretawo o-Yuld look after the
~ia ~*d :;;netyshus3 ensure.continuiteethatweshouldhaveapermanentW3e-
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order to ensure this continuity without any amendement or any note whatso-

ever.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is it agreed then that we should strike out from the note

under paragraph 2 the words "and Secretary"?

MRERASMUS (South Africa): Mr Chairman, there is absolutely no disagreement

hare, and it is just a question of wording. But my point was this, that

I wanted to bring out the importance of the Chairman and not to curb

or censure the Directer General, so that, as a compromise, we could

most probablyput in words to cover the appointment of a permanent

Chairman, the Director-General ensuring the services of the permanent

secretariat to each commission, so that we definitely do give him the

right tomake appointments, and it is within his powers; but, as I say,

we need notput it in. It is not a matter of disagreement, it is just

a matter of wording.
THE CHARMAN: It seems to the Chair that the situation is taken care of

by the mere omission of the two words "and Secretary I hope that

will be agreed to. (Agreed).

Now the hour is wetting late, and I am sure there are Various

delegates who have appointments. On the other hand, we are so near to

being through with Article 62 that I had hoped we could complete it.

The Delegatefor China, however, has made some suggestions which are

substantive in character. He has suggested, as I understand him, that

in the selection of members for commissions the governments of the

various countries involved be consulted, and, secondly, that no more

than one member of a commission be designatead from the same country.

Am I correct in my interpretation?

If it appears that those suggestions are going to provoke pro-

longed discussion we shall have to carry over. I am not able to tell at

this moment what the situation is going to be.

MR COUBAN (Norway): I fully appreciate the importance of the two Chinese

suggestions, but I venture to appeal to the Chinese delegate not to

insist on them being put in writing in any chanter or any recommendation.
27.
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I take it that the Executive Board will in appropriate cases ensure

that a committee member is persona grata with his owngovernment; and

it is quite superfluous I should think to make this animperative rule.

Also, I take it that the Executive Board would most carefully avoid

puttingtwopeople of the same nationality on the same committee.

There would be such competition for this high and honeurable posts

that certainly the different governments would put forward,without

beingasked to do so, candidates for cach one of these posts ; and

therefore I think that the Chiniese delegate will obtain absolute and

full satisfaction on the two points raised withoutanything being said

in the Charter or even in a recommendation about it.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does the delegate from China still feel that he would like

something written into the Charter in regard to these matters?

MRDAO (China): Mr.Chairman, it is not intended to write into the

Charter anything, on these points but to include it in a recommendation
I do not say that the Charter should contain such detailed provisions.

What we desire to see is some sort of mention made in our recommen-

dations. Now, with due deference to the Norwegian delegate, I see

that part of the provisions is somewhat covered by the reference to

the geographical basis; but we envissage that in inviting individuals

to serve as members of commissions names may be put forward of people

other than nationals of the particular country concorned without

prior consultations, which may give rise to an embarrasing situation to

the particular member concerned. That is why we would like to have
some mention made to the effect that prier consultation is desirable

when putting forward names of members of commissions. I wilI make a

compromise suggestion -whether the first part of ourproposal can be

included in the first note, that consultation should be made with the

government of the country concerned, and then due regard had, and so on.

MR COLBAN (Norway): I do not insist at all, but I have just explained my own

personal view, that it is unnecessary to make such a rule eppecially
with regard to consultation. I was a little bit afraid that it might
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lead to difficulties always to oblige the Executive Board to consult

with individualgovernments, because then they could not address themselves

to a very suitable candidate without having beforehand asked his Govern-

ment whether they would agree,and it would normally start by sounding

the person himself beforehand, so that there could be complications, but

I do not insist.

THE CHAIRMAN: In view of the fact that no delegate has expressed support

for the suggestion made by the Chinese delegate, I am wondering whether

he would be satisfied if we simply agreed that in transmitting our report

the views which he has expressed be incorporated as his views?

MR DAO (China): Since no one has spoken in support of my compromise

suggestion, then would be satisfied with the ruling from the Chair.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you.

NowI realize that it is late, but we have just one

paragraph to deal with which I suspect is rather a routine matter. Could

we get it approved? Paragraph 5. It is recommended that this paragraph

be amended to rea: "As set forth more fully in paragraph 2 of Article 71,

the organization may make arrangements for representatives of other

intergovernmental organizations. . " Is there any comment upon that? In

the absence of comment, I take it it is agreed. (Agreed). The next

question is our next meeting. I assume that we will want to arrange for

a meeting as soon as possible. We have yet to take up the report of the

sub-committee on amendments and withdrawals, and that would be the first

order of business at our next meeting, which I rather assume will be

tomorrow. The meeting, is adjourned.

(TheMeeting rose at1.5(p.m.)
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